
Minutes of DEI Committe Meeting, June 7 2022 12-1 PM by Zoom 
Attendees: Jalbert, Carlan, Romero, Dixon-Wheeler, Novo, Winn, Gump, Shoushtari, Dinnall, 
1) Welcome & Introductions 
2) Select notetaker - Novo 
3) Approve minutes (5/3/22 see below) & review community agreements 
Motion: Carlan 
Seconded: Dixon-Wheeler 
Approved 
4) Check in 
No issues reported 
Noted: Mike Ray is no longer with VMG and HR is short staffed; priority to have someone form 
HR on the committee 
Discussed response to flags; Dr. Dinnall expressed appreciation for getting flags up quickly; Dr. 
Carlan mentioned some negative feedback but mostly positive; Ms. Reyes reported some upset 
among staff because the American flag was not up with the other flags for a brief time 
5) Translate Health Forms in different languages: What forms and languages are we missing? 
Jasmina & Shanice 
o PHQ-9, any new patient paperwork, ACO, CCM, Health Care proxy, MVA/WC. 
o Spanish, Korean, Polish (languages noted at NHC) 
Discussed need to translate forms into multiple languages: Dr. Carlan reported that there will 
be a new digital check-in process that will include translation in the second phase by the end of 
the year 
6) Process/culture of emails/sharing reads with staff: All 
Discussed; decided Mr. Novo and Ms. Jalbert will continue to screen emails and bring to 
committee only if necessary 
7) Dismantling Medical Fatphobia: Suggestions on how to unlearn? Audra + all 
Discussed incidents where patients felt shamed or judged by staff and providers; 
discrimination/bias related to weight, particularly for POC; discussed need for education on 
non-shaming language 
8) Feedback regarding performative language “anti-racist” practice. Audra + all 
Discussed feedback from POC that the web site message was “performative”; pros and cons of 
the language and agreement that there is a long way to go before VMG is anti-racist; 
mentioned adding some language to acknowledge the issue; Dr. Carlan will discuss in a Patient 
Advisory Council newsletter 
9) Re-read Climate Survey and each member bring 3 ideas to prioritize for next meeting. All 
Tabled until next meeting 
10) Dr. Carlan reported that the DEI Coordinator job posting was approved; not sure if it is 
posted but will check 
Respectfully submitted: John Novo 
 


